
Mi’kmaw Land-based Language Intensive in Kespukwitk 
February 19-23, 2020 

 
About the course:  This 5-day intensive is funded by Environment and Climate Change Canada 
through the Acadia First Nation ecology project that aims to support Mi’kmaq ecological 
conservation work in Kespukwitk. We feel that building stronger relationships with the land 
through our language and culture are a priority in our communities. With a collaboration with 
Windhorse Farm outside of Bridgewater, we will spend 5 days with a few fluent Mi’kmaw 
teachers and 20 participants learning through classroom workshops, hands-on exercises and 
outdoor activities. The schedule will be full from morning into the evenings and meals as well as 
are overnight accommodations are covered. This intensive will be aimed at Mi’kmaq who have 
already had some language instruction already as well as those who have an interest in natural 
resources or ecology. (It is our hope that more language workshops will be made available in 
the coming future.) 
 

APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATE 

(Please note:  if you would like to apply verbally instead of writing, please ask the Band Office 
if a receptionist is able to read you the questions and write in your responses for you. 

If they cannot, they will contact someone who will assist you.) 
 
Name:  ___________________________  
(Your name will be removed by the program manager for the selection committee process) 
 
Community or Band in Kespukwitk you have relations to/with:  __________________ 
 
*  Requirement: You must be 18 years or older. 
 
Are you fully available February 19-23, 2020 to commit to the 5-day intensive schedule? 

Yes / E’e                        No / Moqwe’ 
 

 

How would you describe your Mi’kmaw language skill right now? 

I am a complete beginner. I have seen/heard a few words but don’t remember any. 
 

I have taken some classes before (in person, online lessons, or independent study) and 
learned the letters and sounds, plus a few basic words. / I can understand some  
vocabulary and can say a few sentences by memory. 
I have been working on learning the language for years and have a diverse but still basic 
understanding of the language. /  I can understand and carry on a basic conversation in  
the language. 
I am further than beginner, but would love to learn more/deepen my language skills. 
 

 
More questions à 



Please tell us about how you connect with the land or environment. (Eg. do you hunt/fish; 
attend community meetings about environment; canoe and camp; pick medicines or materials 
from the forest/land; etc.) 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Why are you interested in attending this specific language intensive? 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
How did you hear about this language program?  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

* * * * * * * 
 

 
The deadline for applications is January 31, 2020. You can either hand in your paper 
applications to your band office and ask them to scan and e-mail it to: 
shalan.joudry@bellaliant.net   or e-mail it yourself directly to shalan. 
 
Participant selection:  At this time we can only accept about 20 participants from around 
Kespukwitk. Three people involved in the planning of this program will receive the applications 
without your names so that the process can be as equitable as possible. We are hopeful that 
more language programming will become available in the near future. 
 
 

If you have more questions about the program, please contact shalan joudry:  
shalan.joudry@bellaliant.net  or Scott Jermey:  (902) 682-2421 

 


